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R.R.#1, 
MOFFAT, ONT., CANADA, 
Jan. 19th, 1958. 

Dear Sir: 

I am sending you anI exhibit I have worked opt on which you will find listed 
the vehicles observed in and around Dealy 'laza on Nov. 22, 1053 that may have nlayed 
some oart in the actual assassination. I believe that it is fairly self explanatory. 
I tried as best nossib14 to arrange the sightings in chronological order using the 
time of the sightings as my guideline. Part II is a nartial list of cars sighted that 
may have nlayed some nart in the story of the "False Oswald." There will undoubtedly be 
revisions and additions to both to which I will keen you informed. 

You probably have the latest sheet from Dick Sprague on which he has listed some 
of the highlights of the first hour of listening to the 12,000 hrs of videotane that 
you recently discovered. In the first hour Dick mentions that a Fort Worth station 
mentioned the arrest of a man with a green car. I have found,and you will find listed, 
some further asnects of this arrest and car in my exhibit, including the cars license 
no. Do you think that possibly Dick would like a copy of this exhibit? lean send him one 
if he does. 

Mr. Sprague and I have corresponded on the Similes affair and I have sent him my 
work on this subject. Perhans he has been in touch with you. I believe some of the 
recent developments are new and interesting. Also I have taken th. _ liberty to write 
Penn Jones, Ray Marcus etc. Thank you for their addresses. 

In the New York Times for Jan. 5th, 1993 there was ana article entitled "Accord 
on K-Rays of Kennedy Bared." Perhans you saw and have a cony of it. Some of it I would 
like to comment on. In the 3rd naragranh, page 1, there is a statement that those who 
have seen the X-rays, photo's etc. "bay they give strong sunoort to the Warren 
Commissions conclusion that Lee !larvey Oswald acted alone in killing nresident Kennedy." 
The article then states, nage 15, column 1, 2nd last naragranh, "Although Government 
investigators and persons annroved by the Kennedy family could have been nerritted 
to see the autopsy during the first five years, Dr. Bahmer said no one had in fact seen  
them. No government agencies have as E3 he said, and 	mar7hall said he would not 
authorize any nrivate persons to see them until Oct. 20th, 1971.'1' If no one has seen 
them, then how can they state that they give "strong sunnort" to the Commslsions 
conclusions? Besides contradicting itself this article also brings out another interesting 
point. If what Dr. Bahmer says is true, and T have no reason to doubt him, then it 
means that dertain neonle have told blatant and outright lies. Included is our friend 
Manchester, and I think more importantly, it means that the medical man who testified 
in behalf of the Commission last June in the CBS four-night special (Dr. Boswell I think) 
told an outright lie before millions of neople when he said that he had reviewed the 
X-rays,nhoto's etc. and that they did not change his previous comment concerning 
number of shots, points of entry and exit etc. 

When you last wrote you gave me the name of a man from whom I could buy documents 
from without going to the Archives. However, you forgot to give me his address and 
therefore I have not been able to get in touch with him. If you can give me his 
address I would appreciate it. Also,if you do have time, I would still like a cony of 
the suppressed documents that you used in the writing of the Oswald In New Orleans book. 
I might add that book sales have indicated that in Toronto this has been your hest 
selling book to date. 
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I have saved un enough money to he able to take a trio to New Orleans next 
month when some of the Clay Shaw trial is on. Do you know when the trial is due 
to start? If you could give we a date I would aonreciate it. Also if you could give 
me some ideas of the hotel accomidation, rates etc it would be useful. I only ask 
you this because you have been before and know more about these thingsthan I. I am 
going down to take some nhoto's and to have a look around bE at some of the nieces 
that have played a part in the hatching of the consniracy. If you do not think that 
it is wise for rre to go nlease let us know. I realize that it will nrobahlv be well 
covered by the press. 

Do you have any future publishing dates set yet? I hone so as I am eagerly awaiting 
your next writing on this subject. 

Respectfully 


